ATLAS 2021 Quarter 1 Release Notes
April 9th, 2021
General training and release overview trainings are available. Dates and times can be found here.
1. External Agency Document Access
ATLAS users are now able to share documents with other external agencies automatically on document
upload to the ATLAS Workbench via the External Collaboration folder on Connect NCDOT.
2. Project Commitments Linking
ATLAS users are now able to navigate from the ATLAS Preconstruction Workbench to the project-specific
project commitments tool on Connect NCDOT Preconstruction. On ATLAS Preconstruction Workbench’s
Basic Project Info tab, the number of project commitments by commitment status is now displayed.
3. Address Connect NCDOT Preconstruction Project Locking
The ATLAS Workbench now displays information on Project Locking. Users are notified on whether or a
not a project is locked prior to Letting and are blocked from uploading documentation to the
corresponding project in Connect NCDOT.
4. Preconstruction to Scoping Workbench Navigation
If a Preconstruction project has been connected to a Scoping project, the ATLAS Preconstruction
Workbench now displays a navigable link to the related Scoping NCDOT Connect page. The link opens a
new browser tab for this page.
5. Enhance Layer Search in Screening Tool
The Layer Search functionality in the ATLAS Screening tool now searches by a layer’s Name, Alias, and
Description, similar to the same functionality in the ATLAS Search tool.
6. Workbench Search
Users can now search the ATLAS Workbench for the location of specific documents in the Workbench by
document name. Searching for a document will return the results by Discipline, Section, and Name.
7. DOT ATLAS Screening Templates
ATLAS Screening tool users now have DOT-curated templates that they can use, along with using their
own or starting a new screening. ATLAS Admin users can now create these templates for other ATLAS
users to use for their business workflow-specific GIS layer screenings.
8. DOT ATLAS Search Templates
Search tool users now have DOT-curated layer templates that they can use, along with using their own
saved template as well as starting a new one. ATLAS Admin users can now create these templates for
other ATLAS users to use for their business specific GIS workflows.

9. Add screening layer indicator in Search UI
On the Search for Layers screen in the Search tool, when the user expands the list of layers to display
and select layers, there is now indicator in the layer list that a layer is available for screening. This is
indicated by an asterisk next to the layer name.
10. Update Search Tool Header to include Screening Tool link
In the header bar for the Search Tool, there is now a link to jump to the ATLAS Screening Tool in a new
browser tab.
11. Update Screening Tool Header to include Search Tool link
In the header bar for the Screening Tool, there is now a link to jump to the ATLAS Search Tool in a new
browser tab.
12. Update Workbench Tool Header to include Screening & Search Tool links
In the header bar for the Workbench Tool, there is now a link to jump to the ATLAS Screening Tool in a
new browser tab. The existing Search tool link icon has been modified to match the new Screening tool
link.
13. Increase Map Real Estate on Search Tool
The Table on of Contents/ Menu on the side is now collapsible. Hover-over text for collapse button is
"Show/Hide Table of Contents".

